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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the major nationaLplans for preservation programs in
the United_States from 1954 to 1985 and shows the extent to which aspects
of these plans have been achieved by academic libraries. Part one of this
Occasional Paper examines plans presented to and commissioned by the
Association of Research Libraries (ARL) between 1954 and 1972. The
second part discusses the formation of the Research Libraries Group
(RLG) and analyzes Inajor documents_ related to its purpose and to its
preservation program. The evolution of a national preservation program
in the 1980s is traced:in the:third part by a review of national conferences
concerning preservation and of the majorreports and activities of ARL and
of the Council on Library Resources (CLR)

Because of the size of the universe of materials requiring treatments, the
need to foster the idea of a "national collectio a," and the need to develop
new managerial and financial capacities preservation presents major
difficulties for academic libraries in the years ahead.

INTRODUCTION

The history of preservation efforts in American libraries might be told by
tracing three important developments in librarianship during the past 30
years: (1) the emergence of a new disciplinepreservation administration;
(g) the application of rigorous analytical methods of the_ socialsciences to
the management of library_collections and opera tions; and (3) thedevelop-
ment of viable regional and nationalconsortiaof libraries. Early proposals
for a national plan for iheprservationof Ebrasy materials in the 19505
remained conceptions -.-a ther than working docu men ts because these three
developments had not yet occurred. There existed neither a body of knowl-
edge about preservation of library materials nor trained personnel nor
organizationa '. structures for the support of cooperative ventures that
could test the proposals and bring them to life. Although most libraries
had employed some staff in rudimentary procedures of binding=-
replacing worn-out volumes and maintaining stacksnone before the
1970S gave sustained professional attention to managing their collections
vis-à-vis the goal of preservation.'

Like the related contemporary movements of the preservation of historic
buildings and artifacts and the conservation of natural resources; the
preservatior. of library_ materials is a complex probkm that offers no
prospect of ultimate solution, requiring instead eternal vigilance. Com-
pared with these other movements, however, the preservation of written
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records has_ received little public attention. Media coverage_ of this move:
mem outside the professional literature has been sparing.2 Many users of
academic libraries are unaware_ that there is a problem and that their
behavior in libraries and their handling of library materials affects the life
span of the materia:s:

Many users _lack knowledge about the physical composition of bboks and
about the kind of treatment and storage conditions conducive to their
prolonged life: The acidic content of paper andbirding materials manu-
factured in modern times renders books self.destructive; this deterioration
is accelerated by heat, light; insufficient or excessive humidity; microbial
and insect attack, and use by human beings. Optimal storage conditions
therefore would mean a controlled climate_with regard to light, tcmpera7
ture, and /..iumidity and a closed stack arrangement in which the enemies of
books a.e excluded. Historically, academic libraries have provided Such
conditioas only for thcir rare book and manuscript collections and for
their computer equipment.

Even if libraries could afford to provide these conditions for the huh. of
their collections, the question of service to readers would have to be
addressed, Direct access to_prin t and nonprint mate' ials is a primary service
expected ...)y users and endorsed by mcidein philosophies of librarianship.
Richard M- Dougherty has pointed out that academic librarians must
resolve the_ conflict between_ the objectives of access and preservation. He
predicts that access will continue to have priority because "users will not be
willing to forgo their accustomed conveniences" such as photocopying
and borrowing materials for use outside the library building:3 On the other
hand, damage to library materials from reasonable usema be "the accept-
able result of successful library functioning."4 Ian R.M. Mowat has argued
that for academic libraries "it is wasteful, economically andeduca tionally,
to give priority to,preservation over use."5 He suggests that only those
libraries with a designated role in a national preservation program should
place preservation before access.

It follows from such reasoning that academic libraries can without hesita-
tion continue to promote use over preservation only if a national preserva-
tion program exists and if libraries _with_ preservation responsibilities
execute tl function. The enormity of the_bibliographic universe imme-
diately signals the need for a cooperative effort because not even the largest
of nationallibraries has collected or can preserve a copy of every _poten-
tially endangered tide. The magnitude of the problem caused early
planners in the United States _to envision a monolithic campaign con-
ducted by a federal?? supported national library agency: After concerned
observers in major research libraries realized that such a campaign had not
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1*er-a and would not :be mounted, they suggested modest. decentralized
approadieS CO the problem. A leader in tne preservation field has acknowl-
edged recently that the distributed approach "seems to work best in a large,
diVerSe arid decentralized country such as ours."6

Although there IS still no comprehensive national presen a klon plan in the
1980K, important projects have heen mounted by_individual libraries and
fry striurA Of libraries across the nation. Made possible by the important
deVelbpnients in librarianship mentioned miler, these projects represent a
substantial commitment to_ preservation, and it appears that a national
program is evolving. This paper will present a history of plans fck- cocipera:
tive preservation efforts involving academic libraries in threc parts:
(1) early proposais for national plans 1954=1972, (2) the preServaticin pro-
gram of the Research Libraries Group, and (3) the evolution of a national
preservation program in the 1980s.

I. EARLY PROPOSALS FOR _.TATIONAL PLANS 1954-1972

In his introduction tathe January: 956 issue of Library Trends -levoted to
"Conservation of Library Materials," Maurice F. Tauber StateS that "it
would be unfair to describe librarians as a group which haS been deliti=
quent" in the stewardship of programs in conservation and preservation.'
He asserts that most research lihrarians are aware of the need for adequate
binding programs, of the need for special treatment of rionbook materials,
and of the possibility of applying microreproduction and other photogra,
phit media Ito solving the preservation problem. Reflecting the state of the
art at that time, the articles in that issue of Library Trends deal with such
topi6 as laininatibn, discarding practices, commercial binderies; and stack
maintenance.

Tauber suggeStS that "the American Library AssoCiationanclother library
Organizations might well work cooperatively in supportingstudies of the
problemS on a national basis."8 He relates that the Association of the
ReSeareh Libraries had recently been working iwith the Council of
National Library Associations to _address not only the problem of natural
deterioration_ but alsa_the protection of library resouL'es in the event of
anlitary auack._ _Concern about the accessibility and destruct; )n Of Mate=
rials in European li braries during World yar II stimulated research librar
ians in the United States to consider a plan for cooperative acquiSitiOn Of
foreign materials. Ahhough there was some movement Of raritieS to safe
places during World War II, no plans were made for safeguarding general
iesearch collections in American libraries until:the cold war years. Thus
the 1942 proposal for the Farrnington Plan, which began operation in
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19_484 included no m Ition ol preservanon responSibilitieS by the libraries
building comprehensive collections in specific Subjeet areaS.

In 1954 the ARL Cóniniittee on National Needs considered several_plans
for a national Pi-eSei-Vatibn program. A document prepared by Secitt Adams
set_ forth the charaCteristics necessary in a natiOnal plan and wgget-ed
that "shadow'.collections should be developed that would St Ore iii SecUre
locations the information_esscruial to defense and to the rebuilding Of
civilization, Among the characteristics enumerated, af_special note are the
recOmmendations that the national plan "should be based on coordinated
leing7term development, rather than on emergency, protection measures";
that it "Should pay dividends of current service while providing an ulti-
Mate hedge against disaster"; that "its costs should be distributed among
thcise Whn Stand tb prOfit by_ it"; and that its puri_ose "should be, the
preservatiOn ficit of indiVidtial libraries, but of the materials Of Scholarship,
of science of teChnOliagy."1° During_tbis same year the ARL CoMMittee
considered other proposals for "coordination of programs Cif reprodiitticit
of materials" arid for _development of a network of library SerViCeS
between libraries located in nom-strategic centers_."11 It is significant that
these proposals Placed primary responsibility for protection of unique and
kalijable materials upon individual institutions rather than upon a
regional or national agency. Although the A RL did not adopt a national
preservation plan at this time, the seeds of later plans are discernible in
these early proposals.

It is dear from Tauber's remarks and1 from the topics addressed in the
articles in the January 1956 issue of Library Trends that librarians were
concerned a bOut the deterimation of library materials from use and from
lack o1 binding br improper binding. A second stage of cooperative preset-

ticki effOrtS involving academic libraries began when alarming results of
new i-eseardi MO the tatises of the deterioration of paper prompted librar-
ians to brgatiiie in arder to address the problem. Although ObservatiOns -of
:he instability of paper manufactur;c1 from wood pulp had been tericirted
since the e2rly: nineteenth century, it was not antil Williarn J. Bat-IOW'S
experiments were made known in 1959 that many people concerned With
book publishing were convinced of theseriousness_af the potentialloss of
records printed on modern paper:12 Barrow; a conservator and expert on
the proWrns of aging paper, performed a series of studies on the physical
Strength of paper from 1957 to 1959 with funding from the Council on
Library Resources. His careful tests on a sample of 500 nonfiction books
publiShed betWeen 1800 and 1949 suggested that "only three percent of the
VOlumes StUdied had paper which could be expected to last more than fifty
years."13 Thus most bookS printed iri the first half of the twentieth century



would deteriorate before the end of the centtir. After a discussion, of
Barrow's findings at a meeting of the_ ARL in June 1960 i Standing
Committee on the Preservation of Rt search Library Materials was
appointed:

The new ARL committep_ identified its charge as the rescue of the great
bulk of research collections rather than the restoration of smaller, special
collections of rare or valuable books and manuscripts. The committee
assumed that the remedy would be fou-nd in microtechnology but agreed
that chemical treatment of books should be studiedas an alternative. The
first step inestablishing a framework for national planningseemed to bea
determination of the magnitude of the problem. The_committee's first
published report in 1962 concerned a study_ undertaken by the Research
Triangle Institute and funded by the CLR._The study showed that nonse7
rial_ titles listed_in the National Union Catalog in 1961 contained some 3
billion pages of _which nearly 60°' were in volumes published since 1869
Ind therefore likely to have been printed on acidic paper."

The committee's second proiect, alsolunded b_y_CLR, was a comprehen-
sive study of the preservation problem undertaken by Gordon Williams,
director of the _Center for Research Libraries: Williams's final report was
completed in 1964 and adopted by the ARL Preservation Committee in
January 1965: The report recommended that a national program he imple-
mented for the preservation of one original copy of all significant written
records in research libraries. In order that the original example of each
work could be preserved as long as possit :e, microfilm copies of photoco-
pies would be supplied for ordinary use of the work.15

Williams recommended that a collection of preservation items should be
maintained by a federally supported central library agency with the Follow-
ing responsibilities: (1) preservation of deteriorating records deposited by
libraries; (2) coordination of its own preservation program with local
programs of individual libraries to assure the preservation_ofall signifi-
cant records; (3) provision of microform or phatographic_copies of deterio-
rating materials to all libraries; (4) loan of microform positives to libraries
without charge; (5) preservation oL all_ microform masters made at its
expense or deposited by others;_and_(6) coordination of the preservation of
microform masters made by other agencies. In this program , bibliographic
control would be provided through the National Union Catalog by means
of compact lists of preserved ittms with citations to the original entries in
the National Union Catalog.'6

Unlike the proposals forwarded in 1954 that specified that costs would be
distributed among those who stood to profit from the arrangement. Wil-
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hams's plan placed the costs upon the federal government. The 1964 plan
hinged upon the willing deposit of oviginal copies into the central agency
by research libraries; but it did not suggest a means by which libraries
would be indemnified: The report allowed for research libraries retaining
original best copies of works to be preserved rather than depositiag them at
the central library agency. Thinking that storage conditions would be best
at the: central_ agency, Williams provided "an inducement to libraries to
deposit as early in the book's life as possible" by permitting the depositing
liLrary to buy a positive microform of the book for half the cost bf ihe
print.17

In June 1965 the ARL recommended that the Library of Congr?ss (LC)
implement a program based on the Williams report. At a meeting among
senior staff of LC and the ARL Preservation Committee in Decemixr 1965,
the librarian of Congress formally accepted this responsibility. The next
step was a Pilot Preservation Project, spopsored by ARL and funded by the
CLR. This project aimed at assessing the administrative and technical
problems involved in a national preservation program modeled upon
Williams 's plan 113

Conducted at the Library of Congress in 1967 and 1968, the_pilot project
compared copies of the same volumes in the brittle book collectioni.e.,
books withpaper that breaks after several foldsat LCwith copies of the
same volumes_ in other libraries. The study concluded that the identifica-
tion of material which should belong in a national preservation collection
was administratively feasible. Although naattempt_was made to establish
a central register of best copies; there appeared to be "no particular prob-
lems" with its production. 9 The study did not investigate the willingness
of research libraries to contribute to a national preservation collection or to
accept responsibility for preserving those books in their own collections
that were designated as national preservation copies. Nor did the study
address the need for development of indemnification procedures.

With regard to other issues, the rzport on the Pilot Preservation Project
concluded that more research needed to be conducted on the development
of a more efficient and economical method of deacidincation and on the
determination of optimal storage conditions. The Library of Congress
followed _through on these research problems rather than on organiza-
tional efforts necessary to involve libraries in a national preservation
program. In 1969 the Cciuncil on Library Resources provided funds to
establish a conservation laboratory at LC, and a restoration officer was
appointed.2° In subsequent years LC continued to emphasize research and
focused on the preservation of its own col iections rather than on develop-
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ing a national preservation collection as specified in Gordon Williams s
1964 report.

The latter goal-was taken up by the ARL Preservation Committee which
launched a study in the spring of 1970 with funding from the U.S. Office of
Education, -the first significant federal funding for library preserva-
tion.-21_The finalreport of_the study was issued in 1972; entitled Prepara-
tion of Detailed Specifications for a National System for the Preservation
of Libra))) Materials: Director of Libraries at Columbia University from
I 070 to 1971, Warren J. Haas chaired the ARL Preservatic..1 Committee and
wrote the report,. In the introduction Haas admits that ''this is not a
research report, but rather, one of synthesis."22 "7cordingty, the report
clarifies the nature of the pn.6ervation problPm, assesses progress that has
!ren made in recent years, and suggestifour types of action: (1) research;
(2) edura tion and training; (3) preservation and conservationefiorisinin-
dividual libraries;:and (4): collective action. Haas explains _that_ the new
study_ was undertaken with the assumption that it wouldprovide opera-
tional details necessary for implementation of_the 1964 report. The object-
ives of that report are still valid_, Haas states, but the proposals for action by
a federally supported central_agency have not been furthered in any mean-
ingful way. Consequently, Haas calls for organitational means of address-
ing the preservation problem that are quite different from those conceived
in the Williams report.

After affirming the need for preservation and conservation efforts in indi-
vidual libraries and specifying actions that they should take, Haas warns
that "the efforts of libraries acting alone cannot in the long run fully meet
the intellectual and social threats implicit in the face of massive collection
deterioration."z3 Two things were necessary for effective collective action:
an organizational structure and specific programs for the resolu don of the
preservation problem. Haas discusses each of these at length.

Plans for an organizational structure should take into account two key
considerations: (1 ) the small number of research libraries immediately
concerned with preservation, and (2)_ the function of disseminating the
information preserved. Haas reports_that massive collectionfleterioration
is a readily apparent problem in relatively few research libraries in the
United States_An informal survey of participantsat the January 1971 ARL
meeting confirmed the hypothesis that it _was _the oldest and largest
librariesmostly in urban locations,--that perceived a serious need for
preservation programs. The rollections of these 15 to 20 libraries were the
most endangered. Many scholars depended on these libraries as ultimate
national resources; thus, there was reason for wide concern. -The fate of
these collections is a predictor of what will happen In time to others."24
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The process of preserva :ion is related to information dissemination, since
the products of much preservation work arc microforms and reprints. The
1964 ARL report's view of dissemination as a by-product of preservation
was unappealing to many academic librarians. Edwin E. Williams, asso-
ciate university librarian at Harvard University and a member of the ARL
Preservation Committee; had suggested that_ emphasizing improved and
continued access to library materials would call for rewriting the 1964
proposal in a way that would modify the machinery suggested. Supporting
this idea, Haas settles the conflicrbetween preservation and disserniration
by observing that "the two must be seen as inseparable parts of the funda-
mental library obligation to create and maintain resources for research."25

Having explicated these key considerations, Haas proposes that a preserva:
tion consortium of the most concerned libraries be formed for a trial period
of one to two years. Operating independently or with sponsorship by the
Association of Research Libraries or the Center far Research Libraries, the
consortium would identify and carry out specific preservation projects.
Such a consortium would test the validity of the pi ()position that collective
action was essential to further progress toward a national preservation
program, It would also test the viability of a new operating structure under
which research libraries could act collectively to achieve desired goals in
many areas: a permanent structure would not be constituted until a model
had proven successful. Progress by the consortium in formulating com7
mon preservation_ procedures and uniform performance standards would
precede the installation of a continuing program of action. Such progress
would also pave_the way for "the creation of a national librarycorporation
as a base for collective action in the full range of activities in the inter-
related areas of preservation and resource development."26

In presenting the case for a corporation of research libraries, Haas identi-
fies three functions central to all research library operations: (1) resource
development, (2) identification and location of items or information, and
(3) service to users. The third function must be_performed by each individ:
ual library in response to the needs of its clientele. With regard to the
second function of producing a comprehensive bibliographic record for
information in all forrns; _Haas _states that most _people_ think that the
responsibility should be borne by the three national libraries with the
Library of Congress playing the central role. On the other hand, the
national ilibraries cannot be expected to assume the obligation of "the
rational development of research resources on a truly comprehensive scale
and on a nationally and even internationally acceptable pattern that
promotes access and equitable disnibutian." This responsibility must be
Shared by research libraries which lack, however, "a capacit,, for collective
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action that is suitable to the dimension of thejob to be done.' '27 Haas's plan
continues with a description of the characteristics Of a na tiunal library
corporation and of the ways in winch member libraries should participate
iii it.

Thus; in Haas's view; cocperative preservation efforts would be part of
research libraries' collective mission of resource development. He recom-
mends that members of the preservation consortium_initiate the following
activities: (1) creation of prototype preservation collections in individual
libraries, (2) formulation of preservation priorities, and (3) preparation of
plans for administering a national collection of negative microfilm.29

This last activity may be contrasted with the national preservation collec-
tion of best copies of original items as proposed r the 1964 ARL report.
Haas assen ts_ to the principle of segregating -Ind prest.rving under optimal
conditions the best copies of endangered titles, but he states that it is

unrealistic to assume that a new and separate national collection devoted
exclusively to preservation purposes will be established in the near
future."29 Instead of a national preservation collection administered by a
federal agency, Haas calls for the creation of _a coordinated system of
collections in a national plan,each with a particular orientation by subject
or format Both the purpose of preservation and the function of resource
development would be served by such a network. Haas suggests that the
consortium libraries undertake a cooperative microfilming project in such
a way that the research library community would retain ownership and
control of master negatives.

With regard to the creation of prototype preservation collections in indi-
vidual libraries, Haas proposes that the consortium libraries formulate
standards governing storage, use, bibliographic control, and item identifi-
cation., Haas retains from the 1964 report the idea of setting aside the best
copy of a particular work, derignating itas the "national resource copy,"
and registering it in the National Union Catalog. In Haas's p1ar4 however;
the best copy would remain in _the holding library which would store the
item under approgriate conditions and permit use according to agreed-
upon regulations:

Haas's report differs from the 1964 report on the issue of selective preserva,
tion. Whereas the earlier_plan called for preservation of every significant
written record in researchAibraries, the 1972 plan does not aspire to
preserve everything, focusing iiistead on manageable, discrete subject
areas. Haas suggests, for example, a possible target of American imprints
1870-1900. Such a project might be undertaken in a library designated a
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national resource collection for nineteenth century American literature;
and two or three otliPr libraries might also be designated resource _collec-
tions _for the same_ subj ect in order. to _extenu roverageand promote coordi-
nation of preservation efforts. In this_ way real progress might be made by
adding preservation goals to the prospect of national resource
collections:31

The most striking difference between_ the plans of Williams and Haas is the
latterls recognition that major libraries withdistinctiverollections would
not "be easily moved to withdraw copies of volumes in excellent condition
for inclusion in a preservation collection; nor are the scholars who depend
on such collections likely to support any such move."32 Haas realized that
research libraries would want to retain both their autonomy and their
collections; in his plan the national library agencies were relied upon only
for the continued production of a comprehensive bibliographic record.
Haas points out, however, that research libraries cannot afford to operate
autonomously with regard both to preservauon of retrospective materials
and to acquisition of current and future materials. Whereas Williams had
suggested a solution featui ing a centralized federal agency coordinating
preservation efforts; Haas proposes a decentralized league of libraries; a
consortium:

Since Haas offers no definition or explanation of a 7consortium;7 one can
assume that his audience in_the_ Association of Research Libraries and the
Off iceof Education were familiar with the term: Indeed they were; because
the establishment_ of consortia _among libraries of all types was the most
striking phenomenon in librariimship during the late 19605. A study
commissioned_by the Office of Education found that 99 consortia involv-
ing academic libraries were founded during the period 1966-1971, com-
pared with a total of ten during the 30-year period 1931-1960 ' 16during
the period 1961-1965.33 Automation, the desire to improve .ervices, an
increase in cooperative ventures among institutions of higher education,
and federal support for library cooperation were major factors in this rapid
rate of growth.

Although interlibrary cooperation for purposes of cataloging and lending
becks had been practiced since the late nineteenthrentury, iiwas not until
the mid-194N that "coop:I-anon on a national scale came to be recognized
as essential to meet greatly increased responsibilities; 30 years later cooper-
ation was reaching into virtually every aspect of university_library opera-

"non, 34 Arthur T. Hamlin has estimated that by 1970 most large university
libraries were involved in at least six various types of consortia .35
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It is important to differerviate between the simple, informal agreements for
interlibrary loan ana the Lomplex, formal airangements for consortia or
networks which "call for members to share system planning and develop,
ment resources,_ as well as operating responsibilities and functions:"38
According to this definition; 125 consortia involving academic libraries
were in existence by 1972 induding the New England Library Information
Network (NELINET) founded in 1966; the New York Metropolitan Refer-
ence and Resea! h Library Network (METRO) founded in 1969; and the
Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) founded in 1967. The stated plir7
poses of these major consortia included: "increasing the accessibiliiy_ of
existing collections"; providing for "the cooperative acquisition; joint
ownership and_ joint use of specialized and less frequently used library
materials"; and operating computerized systems to assist members "in
providing a faster; more efficient sear- h and retrieval system for library
books and journals; and research, di-velopment and implementation of
such system s:"37

Although a number of consortia sponsored microfilming projects, none
stated preservation of _large collections as an objective. The majority of
consortia were regional in nature and were composed of college libraries.
In contrast to Hamlin's statement cited earlier; I have observed that th,..!
largest university libraries stood outside consortia in 1972. It is true that the
New York Public Library participated in MFTRO but Princeton and
Columbia did not. Neither Harvard nor Yak ,elonged to NELINET.38
Thus the concept of a consortium of libraries was de_rigeur by 1972, but
Haas's idea for a preservation consortium composed of the nation's largest
research libraries was new. He envisioned a small conso, tium that would
function for a trial period as a precursor to a national library corporation: a
large consortium requiring formal commitments of_ its_ members over a
long term was necessary for addressing the preservation problem: By 1972
academic libraries had no history of major cooperative efforts for preserva-
tion or dissemination on a national scale. Failure of the project o1 the trial
consortium would suggest that another approach was necessary or that
"the tirae was not yet ripe for effective collective action toward preservation
goals."38

With Haas's leadership a small group of major research libraries con-
cerned with resource development and preservation did organize in the
early 1970s. This group went on to form a national library corporation that
has gone farther than any other agency in developing models for a national
preservation program.
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II. THE PRESERVATION PROGRAM OF THE RESEARCH
LIBRARIES GROUP

Not long afterithe release of Haas's report, a series of ni.?etings took place
among administrative staff of four major research libraries in the North-
east: The New York Public Library, and the libraries of Columbia, Har-
vard; and Yale Universities. There was a precedent for cooperation
involving this_sarne group: in 1952 a Trustees' Committee of Harvard,
Yale, Columbia;_and _the New York _Public Library was established_in
irsponse to concern about the problems of _research library growth. This
committee issued a:report in October 1952 which focused:on reducing
library growth:rates by means of coordinated acquisitions and on designat-
ing: items "to be kept permanently in one copy only, either in a library
which was particularly strong in specific subject fields, or in a jointly
sponsored regional deposit facility."49 The .-eport proposed the appoint-
ment of a director of research and a planning staff who would investigate
the problem further and develop a program. Such a structure, however,
was never erected._and no:format cooperative activity involving all four
libraries occurred during the next 20 years.

In June 1973 the directors of the four libraries approved a "Program
Statementlor _a Consortium of Research Libraries." The statement identi-
fies eight problems_ facing research_libraries. including the escalation in
the annual production o1 recorded information tha t_ is_of potential impor,
tante to scholarship and the inability of individual research libraries to
collect and preserve a full represenwt;on of the human record. It is argued
that not only the, quantity but also the specialized nature of recorded
information is difficult for users to access and for libraries to manage:

The library goal of comprehensive collecting is a corollary of the social
impulse permanently to record events in de-tail, Together,-these factors
have added not only to the bulk of the record; but have:reduced to very
low levels the rate of use for any given item lin many subject categories.
More and more of what is collected is actually used less and less.

The_growing complexity of research libraries!, stemming in large part
from-sheer-size and the linguistic, subject, and format characteristics of
research collections; requires_of library users:a greater sophistication
than is generally prevalent-. There is evidence that this complexity actu-
ally inhibits 'Ise which in turn generates new and sometimes expensive
library responses intended to mitigate problems.°

The program statement: further points out that relationships among sup-
pliers of information, libraries:, and users are changing. Consequently,
research libraries associated with universities face the prospect of expand7
ing reSponSibilitieS beYond reSearch support into such areas as "social
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science documentation services, centers for access to computer-stored
information, and extension of service to groups beyond the universi ty."42

Given these forces; the authors assert; scholars and research libraries must
reexamine their objectives and_ methods because effective operation in the
future will be &Afferent from that of the past. Fiscal constraints dictate a
need for change, but change would be nt.cessary even if supply of
money were limitless since "money by itself cannot assure effective opera-
tions.,..There are other valid questions about the level of funds and skills
that should properly go to research libraries in the context of other social
needs."43 The authors state that change within individual libraries as well
as change in the ways research libraries work together is c-,sential.

Therefore Columbia, Harvard, and Yale universities and the New York
Public Library have joined together in a permanent affiliation with the
objective of improving thc performance of these four libraries individually
and collectively. The authors add that "from the beginning, this organiza-
tion will be developed with the prospect -. extension to include other
research libraries." The participants declare that they are prepared to take
the following specific actions as proof_of_thei. zomrnitment tothegronp:
standardizing on Library of Congress dassification and subject headings;
following the MARC format in machine-readable bibliographic records;
accepting common authority fiks; and sharing in the acquisition of such
materials as serials, expensive sets, large microform files, and cornputer-
based data archives. The authors foresee holding some materials as jointly
owned property that would be transported among institutions by means of
frequent delivery service or relayed by facsimile transmission when the
technology permits.

Finally, the program statement calls for the development of a plan of
action that identifies oNectives for the consortium and sets priorities for
their accomplishment. The plan should address technical and adminisu a-
tive aspects of the alliance and should examine "institutional policies
governing access, practices related to biblioxraphical control, collection
development and conservation objectives."

Although the library directors' program statement of June 1973 said little
specifically about preservation, it laid a foundation for cooperative preser-
vation efflaris by demanding critical thinking about the future role of
research libraries in _society; by setting_the tone for long-range planning,
and by articulating an attitude of cooperation.

A plan of action written by Joseph A. Rosenthal Wa s. released in December
1973. This study refers to the consortium as "the Research Libraries
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Group" (RLG) anddiscusses its administration and its relationship to the
national library community; Rosenthal presents detailed recommenda-
tions concerning projects in bibliographic data, communication; access to
materials, shared development of collections, and conservation and
preservation.

In_this last area Rosenthal suggests that "the consortium should enhance
individual library efforts by pooling and extending inforination on the one
hand and by engaging in worthwhile cooperative projects on the other."46
He identifies nine aspects of a_ conservation and preservation program in
an individual library, including proper environmental conditions in
library buildings . replacement policies for lost and mutilated items, de-
acidification, and emergency treatment of damaged materials. Rosenthal
observes that the New York: Public Library alone of the libraries in the
consortium has an integrated preservation program covering most of_these
aspects. Harvard and Yak have recently_expanded their programs and
Columbia intends_ to_assign staff reseurces to preservation: In the three
university libraries; however; the staff working with various aspects of the
physical care of materials do not share information, and they lack proce-
dures foi determining priorities and options for treatment of specific items.
Further; the university libraries have committed resources to caring for
their special collections but have paid little attention to the bulk of their
collections.

In order to remedy this situation; Rosenthal suggests that the consortium
establish a committee on conservation and preservation that would operate
a_ clearinghouse for_ information and sponsor cooperative projects. The
clearinghouse would communicate current state-of-the-art knowledge
alSout equipment, procedures, and standards to staff members making
policy and to those responsible for daily operations. The plan suggests that
the need for formal training in preservation should be met by new pro-
grams under the joint sponsorship of the RLG and one ormore accredited
library scliools. _Meanwhile. the services of trained personnel should be
obtained on a consultant basis in areas for which RLG staff lack expertise.
A related function of the RLG Committee on Conservation and Preserva-
tion would Lie considering and_ making recommendations to the RLG
Board of Directors_ regarding the joint purchase oi lease of expensive
equipmenr for binding, restoration, and deacidification. Without imply:-
ing that all major equipment should be_ held in common, Rosenthal
remarks that the consortium is an apt setting for evaluadng new equip-
ment lkfore individual libraries make purchases.47

After commenting that the most promising possibilities for cooperative
projectS are those involving the coordinated preservation of specific library
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resources such as serial runs, Rosenthal sets forth a numberof procedures
to be followed in a cooperative microfilming program: He does not iden-
tify a particular group of _materials having priority; referring such deci-
sions_ to the RLG Committees on CollP-_tion Development and User
Servicm Although he proposes that the RLG conservation and preserva-
tion clearinghouse would provide assistance in the bibliographic search7
ing necessary to determine whether commercial firms or other libraries had
already filmed an item, Rosenthal does not advocate using a central facility
for microfilming. He suggests instead that "the actual production work
should be performed by the RLG library having the most extfrisive_file."
The holding:library would produce both a master negative anda positive
which would remain in its possession: the_positive should become avail-
able for interl ibrary_loan. Thedecisionsas to retention of original volumes
in hardcopyand as to purchase of a positive microform would be up to the
holding library. Rosenthal makes further recommendations regarding the
pricing of positive copies. Without specifying details of a register of RLG
master negatives, he suggests that reports would be made to the proposed
serials datalsase discussed in another chapter of the plan. He points out that
"the development of the common bibliographic database...should facili,
tate the location of copies _and holdings..., although the initiation of a
preservation program need not await completion of the bibliographic
structure.48

Rosenthal's chapter "Conservation and Preservation is only a small
section of a lengthy proposal for a complex network of research libraries.
Nonetheless, the urgency of efforts in this area is stressecL and_the success of
the consortium is portrayed as contingent upon the physical state of the
collections: "Of what use will processing and delivery systems and agree-
ments on shared development of collections be if most materials in the four
libraries are too fragile to be used or transported?"49

There are echoes of Haas's ideas for a preservation consortium in Rosen-
thal's discussion of the separability of conservation and preservation
projects:

A long-range scheme devoted to rare and maintenance of collections
could operate_on the whole quite independently of other cooperative
endeavors, although more effective bibliographical access within the
RLG_will undoubtedly benefit combined eiforts in thi preservation
field.5°

Rosenthal suggests that the separability of preservation projects_ makes
them suitable for external funding especially because the materials are a
significant part of North American bibliothecal resources.
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Many of Rosenthal's ideas were embodied in actiVi ties of the RLG Preser-
vation Committee which developed p!ans for the group's first microfilm:
ink project and discussed a long-range preservation program. The
committee established a microfilm pricing policy and %vrote piocedures
and forms to enStiretbernnunication among the members. After im.estiga-
ting the possibilitieS Of joint rontracts with commercial filmers and joint
storage of master negativeS, the committee decided to let the member
libraries decide individuaHy On the selection of a filmer, quality control,
storage; and service of items SeleCted far filming. Each library NV a s also
responsible for the preparation and bibliographic work involved in Selec-
ting titles for filming. 1

With these guidelines the EOM- libraries proceeded with a (ooperative
filming project funded in 1977 b) an allotment of $60,000 from the
Research fjbraries Group. The purpOSe Of the project %vas to microfilm
brittle and fragmented multivolume sets and discontinued serialS cif value
tO other research libraries and not available through commercial prciduc:
erS. Each RLG_ membEr received $15;000 that was to be applied tO f dining
cciLS only. At the conclusion of the project, 61 multivolume titles contain-
ing over 120,000 pages had been filmed. The master negatives are held by

the host instittition Which MakeS positive copies available to other institu-
tions upon requeSi.52 When Harvard withdrew from RLG in 1979; its films
were transferred to Yale for Storage and service.53

The Other three founding membersColumbia; Yafe, and the New York
PUbliC Librat-y=toritinued to support_ the consortium. In July 1979 a
statement reiteratihg the purposes and goals of the Research Libraries
Group was signed_ bV the preSidents of eleven institutions: Columbia;
Stanford, Yale, Princeton, RiitgerS, arid Brigham Young universities;
Dartmouth College, the NeW YOrk PtibliC Library,_and the universities of
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Iowa.54 Iri 1978 Work liegan on converting
Stanford's BALLOTS online database into the Research LibrarieS Itifor=
triation Network (RLIN) of RLG and its extension to research libraries
OutSide the Northeast; ithe trial consortium was transformed into a
national library corporation:

The 1979 Progress Report of the RLG listed the preservation of research
materials as one of its "four active pxograms direrted toward the primary
goals of the organization."55 The other_three programs were: cooperative
collection development, shared access to collections, and therreation and
implementation of sophisticated bibliographic tools. This report said that
future preservation activities might include: (1) converting bibliographic
records for preServed items to machine-readable form in order to assure



coordination and to prevent duplication, (2) exploring the potential of
preservation by optical image storage; and (3) planning for a central
facility for microprocessing and storage.

After the RLG Preservation Commiuee was_reconstituted in 1980; it began
an impressive set of projects. Thegoals_of the RLG Preserv-ation Program
as stated in 1983 include the following:

To ensure continuing- availability of research resources in all :13pro-
priate fields by developing plans fot sharing preservation responsibili-
ties: to- define poliey issues regarding members' preservation
respinsi bil i ties and the relationsh ip of these to their collectingresponsi-
bilit:es:...fand] -(0 evaluate available:preservation-related technologies
;and assess RLG'-5s6 potential as a site fbr pilot projects, testing, or
experimentation.

The fo us of the:program has been on using microform technology to
preserve the intellectual content of materials printed on paper _that have
little artifactual- or intrinsic value as objPcts. Three_major projects were
underway in 1983: enhancements to _RLIN,bibliographic control of mas,_
ter negatives, and the_Cooperative _Preservation Microfilming Project.57
The latter_ two projects_ have been funded by external sources, an outcome
consonant with Rosenthal's suggestion in his 1973 plan.

RUN is the only shared cataloging system that offers features for exchang-
ing specific information about titles that hav° been or will be micrOfilmed.
Since the U.S. MARC 007 fixed field for physical description became
available in the fall of 1981, catalogers using RUIN have been entering
information -about the type of microform represented by a particular
record. RLIN has five codes for distinguishing_generations of
microforrnsi.e., whether it is a preservation master,a printing master, a
service copy, etc. By searching the_database with_ the generation_ code, it is
possible to isolate microform copies of a_ title from those _in hardcopy.
catalogers_enter into__ the 533 variable field: photoreproduction notes
including imprint and physical description of the microform. When an
institution_makes a_decision to film an item, it immediately records this
information in RLIN's Queuing Date field. In this way, duplication of
filming efforts by other institutions is prevented while the item is being
processed.5s

By means of These routines established for ongoing work and by means of
projects for the retrospective conversion of records for master negatives,
RUN has become the best single source in the United States for bibliogra-
phic control of microfilm_masters. RLG members have lieen contributing
rec ords to the National Register of Mierolorm Masters (NRMM) published
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bv_ the _Library of .Congress for years 1965-1983. Under LC's new program,
"record; for monographs received from 1984 are being included in the
automated .Ninionat _Union. _Catalog; while_ serial reports _are being
included in New Serial ..Tities::.5_9 The multiplicity of volumes of _ the
NRMM, of microfiche sets of the NUC, and of dire:. tories and guides
published byiinicroform producers impedes searching:_Poor bibliographic
control_ has handicapped microfilming programs whose _sponsors have
been reluctant to undertake the expense without assurance that an item has
not already !kelt filmed. The studies by Haas and Rosenthal addressed
aspects of this problem.

In November. 1982, with a _grant from ilk- National Endowment for_ the
Humanities (NEH), eleven RLG members began entering into RLIN their
records for c011ections of master negatives. The New York Public Library,
Which h beta active for several decades in microfilming did the same
thing in a separately funded project.69 Upon completion of the former
projec,_ ::1 early- 1981, the Research Libraries Group published the-first
edition of the RLG Preservation Union List- for distribution outside its
membership. A set of microfiche showing all retrosoective:and current
records entered into RUN since CiCtober 1981, the 'iirst edition of the
Union List_ contaim.citations for masters for over 25,000 works .held in
RLG member 116 raries,6' Using_informationirorn_the list;_libratians_can
order service copies of_ preservation masters_fromindividual RLG iibrar
ies.62 A second edition containing 47;009 citations for_ micnafilm master
negativ_es and printing masters was published in May I 985. Production of
both editions was made possible by grants from NEN. A third edition of
the RLG Preservation Union List is scheduled for publication in 1986.63

The most exciting example_ollefforts by researchlibrariesto..wark_together
to reach major_ preservation goals is _the RLG Cooperative Preservation
Microfilming Project, Supported _by grants from NEH and the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation, the initial phase of the project began on 1 May 1983
and will :last for :three years., The target of this phase is-monographs
published in or related to the United States from 1876 to 1900. The seven
RLG members involved have accepted areas of contribution based on their
collection strengths. Thus Brown-University is filming American poetry
from the Harris Collection while the University of Minnesota is cortribu-
ting films of -the Hess Collection Of dime novels.- Yale University. has
chosen from LC sUbject tields E- and -F;- American history' excluding the
Trans Mississippi West; a field which is being covered by the University of
California _at Berkeley. Similarly; Columbia University, the New _York
Publk.Library; and the.Un iversityof Mich iga n_have selected broad subject
fields from the LC classification schedule; Having agreed to coordinate its
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preServa non microfilming activity wi di the RLG projet t. the Library of
Congress is deferring us own filming of U.S._ imprints in :those Oasses
haseii by RLG members. For theinitialphase of the project L( is filming

some 1700 heiivily used historical and genealogical records from the period
1876-1900. It is also contributing films of serials and is filling gaps in
classes being completed by RLG members.64

Fir the Cooperative Preservation Microfilming Project, staff in the partici-
pating libraries survey their collections systematically and evaluate every
U.S. monograph of the period 1876-1900. Three criteria must be met before
a decision to film_an item is made: (1)a curator deems the volume warthy of
preservation, (2) no other microform master of the item tan be located, and
(3) the item is suitable for filming as determined bV factorS such as com-
pleteness and the presence of plates. The RLG PreS-eivation Manua) pub-
lished in February._ 1983 contains specificatiOnS_for filth and storage_and
guidelines for quality con trol ,prefilming prOcedures, handling "problem
volumes."_ and for the identification Of Material filmed.65_ _The Research
LibratieS Group has _leased a vault for joint_ storage of master negatives
praduced by the project. Members may alio store _their own masters in the
Vault Which is managed, equipped,_and naonitored by RLG. If theyc hoose

dci so, hox ever,_ they _retain responsibility for assigning storage numberS
to films, entering records into RUN; and processing requests for copies of
stored materia1s:66

RLG VieWS the Cocperaiive Preservation Microfilming Proy.ct as "aprat-
tital MOdel for a nationwide,_ coordinated: preservation prog;ram." 6 He._
rh-elits of such a_program include the_compilation of accuratc cost data and
the development al model guidelines:, procedures, work forms, and Stan-
daids: The project tests the new RLIN fea tures designed :said prek't*tion
efforts and serves collection development by improving Oh 1 ine access to a
range of important research materials. Rather, the prOject allows the
library community to measure more acctirately the American publishing
output and to estimate better what pOrtibii has already been preserved.

The originalideas for this_ filming project and for the preserVa tibn=related
enhancements_to the bibliographic database_ may be traced to the Studies
written by Haas and Rosenthal. Although Rosenthal 'S -conception Of a
c learinghouse lot conservation information _did hot materialize, its pur-
pose was at least Firtially fulfilled 1-Vith the ptiblicatiOn of the RLG
Preservation Manual. In addition to the SpeCifications and gvidelines
already mentioned, the manual contains_ a Statement of purpose isr the
RLG Preservation Program_ and a "WorkboOk" with relevant definitions
and specialized bibliographies. Despite the comprehensiveness of the
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initial phase of the micrOfilming project and the promise of increased
activities in the future, RLG portrays its efforts quite modestly in light of
the nation's preservation needs:

RLG mernber-S-do not assume that: even as a group, they alone can meet
the preservation needs of the ischolarly community. Rather. -They hope to
develop mOdel programs-and-establiSh a structure that-could fieextended
to and coordinated with the efforts of a variety of organizations and
institutions.ffl

There are many indications that this hope is becoming a reality: As noted
earlier, the Library of Congress.has already begun coordinating its preser-
vation efforts with those of RLG: Novetntwr 1984 officers of the
Research Libraries Group and the British Library signed a memorandum
of :understanding "that signals coordinated preservation activities,
exchange of_ records and files between their respective databases, and ex-
ploration of -direct electronic communication for _interlibrary' loan."" In
the Linitki States two preservation microfilming_ piojects with focuses
complementary to that-of the initial phase of the RLG-cooperative project
are being mounted.- The American Theological Library Association,
which_has_been filming theological serials for many years, is planning a
project_ to film theological monographs published between_1860 and 1929.
The American Philological Association ha &received grants_from NERand
the Mellon Foundation to_preserve.on_microform importantworks_pub,
fished between 1850 and 1918 in the field of classical studies.7' The titles are
being chosen _by an editorial board composed of scholars with_a range of
interests in classical studies." The photographic work for the classics
project is_ being done by the Preservation Department of the Columbia
University Libraries; RLIN ind RLG's storage facility, standards, and
pricing policies are being used.

By means of these RLC projects and of others that support the efforts of
individual libraries. base of support for preservation is beingestablished
nationwide. With tfw structure, national planning becomes more feasible
and more productive.

III. THE EVOLUTION OF A NAT-ION-AL PRESERVATION
PROGRAM IN THE 1980s

A "Planning Conference for_a_National Preservation Program" was con-
vened a t the Library_ of_ Congress _in _December _I 976 for_ the_ purposes of
assessing the magnitude of the problem;_finding ways "of informing the
nation and the world about it." and identifying approaches to solving it.73
Since the ARL Preservation Committee had identified very similar pur-



Ix)ses in 1965 after the release cif Gordon R. Williams's report, it would
app-e6t that little had been acwmphshed in twelve Years, In _his siieech_a_t
the _1976 conference; Williams cited r?asons why the library profession had
been laggard:

(-1) k of iheav patron pressuir_ tu i,toveiint.,.ondition 01 fil;!(C!Ii11,:
(2) concentration on buildrog «,11(1 tions withom :mention to on-guMg
main tenam e; (3) the non--rare" nature of most determratiPg maieriais,
though thc may Ix- scan e or even unique: [and] (.1) the e11011i0os
volume whic h makes onk mass treatment r( onomi,.alls feasible,

-togetht r with the lack of effective mass treatment tech1utineS,74

Williams continued to advocate the transfer of materials from holding
libraries to a central facility with optimal storag,e conditions.

Speaking at the c lose _of the conference, Warren J. Haas expressed hiS
conviction "that _developing the -capacity to act may:deserve as much
attention as anything. -5 He adVised that problems:of selection and :of
setting:priorities for preservation would be' resolvcd once we have de,
v'eloped "a national capac ity that will provide us with options among
whi0-1 individuals; acting in their professional capacities, can ehoose:"76
As vice president of the Council on_Library Resources, Haas_announced
that the CLR would provide modest funds to support a steering committee
responsible for ( oordinating the next phase of development for a national
preservation program:

Just as his predecessor had agreed in 1965 to accept responsibility for
implement ing a program based on the Williams report, so did Librarian of
Congress Daniel J. Boorstin assert at the 1976 conference-that it was "the
dilly of the Library of Congress to assume the leadership, in collatiOration
with all affected and interested parties."77 Although LC established an ad
hoc. Advisory cpmmittee for a National Preservation Program and
announced the:appointment of:a nanonal preservation program officer in
June 1977, both actions were short-lived. The committee met only twice,
and the off icer resigned_after six months. No _further_action was taken on
the committeesrecornmendations For various internal, fiscal; and politi-
cal reasons; the Library of Congress was "unable to assume the leadership
role it had announced:"79

In the meantime; the initiation of preservation efforts by RLGand grow,
ing awareness of the importance of_preservation programs in individual
libraries stimulated acaderniclibrarians to turn from the attitude of wait-
ing for a savior to that of helping themselves:79 A prominent preservation-
ist expressed in 1979 "the helief that a 'national' preservation program
decreed and directed from central source of power/knowledge/funds is
neither practicable nor desirable at the present time."9°
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It seems likely that this attitude informed the new direction taken by the
Association of Research Libraries, which had led the movement to estab-
lish a national plan for the preservation of librat.y materials in the years
1954=1972. ARL turned its attention in the late 1970s to supporting preset-7
vauon_ programs in individual libraries. Both the_ Haas and -Rosenthal
pl ins had emphasized di r. rrxessity of increasing the pool of knowledge
and trained personnel. hut progress was slow.

The first survey of preservation efforts in larger U.S. academic libraries was
conducted in 1972 by Gay Walker, preservation librarian at the Yale
University Library. The results of Walker's survey of 115 academic librar-
ies, each with holdings of 500,000 volumes or more, were not published
until January 1975. Of the 86 respondents, 62 libraries Of 72% reported
some presen anon procedures. For most libraries these_procedures were
rudimentary repair operations, but_a few_libraries_had developed "more
soph isticated programs_ of_ replacement, reproduction; wi thdrawa 1 ; and
special_repai rs. of_the libraries handled high-use items needing repair;
of the total number of items processed; most were titles that had circulated
recently.. Forty libraries used stack checks to identify other items needing
attention while 25 relied upon staff reports. Only four libraries had inde-
pendent operations with one or more staff members whose primary duties
were "preservation activities of an organizational and decision-making
mu, re." In 39 libraries preservation activities were conducted in technical
services_departments; in 15, circulation departments. Walker concluded
that only three or four academic libraries had "instigated preservation
programs to deal with the problem in itS en tirety."81 Urging theselibraries
to communicate their experiences, she devoted half of her article to outlin=
ing a model program. She described the first steps as surveying the stack
conditions and formulating a preservation policy that establishes criteria
and goals.

The information about preservation programs in Walker's survey _was
corrobbrated by the informal assessments of Haas and RosenthaL_In light
of Walker's statement that few large academie libraries were able or rich
enough to institute techniques_such as_ those_ being practiced at the New
York _Public Libraryand the Library of Congress; it seems odd that LC's
Preservation Department was recommended as a model for research librar-
ies in an article published in the January 1976 issue of The journal of
Academic Librarianship. Karen Lee Shelley wrote that "there is now
sufficient justification for every, research library to employ a conservation
librarian and to have or be developing-some type of Conservation Depart-
ment. Yet even if major research libraries had been _able to afford a
conservation specialist in 1976, there werenot enough to go around. There
were no formal training programs until 1981 when the Columbia Univer-
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sity School of Library Service offered programs for educating conservator
Of library materials and preservation administrators. Both the Walker ant
the_Shelley articles attest to the primitive state of knowledge about preser
vation administration in the mid-1970S.

The Systems and Procedures Exchange Center (SPEC) of the Associauor
of Research I.ibraries, Office of Management Studies (OMSgja sconductec
several surveys of preservation efforts in memher libraries. The first SPEC
survey_ in 1977 showed that very few libraries had articulated policies anc
procedures. "Although planning had begun in several more, it wasPfter
focused on the binding component."83 The gready increased activity ir
library preservation planning that occurred in the late I970s was docu
mented by the second SPEC survey of March 1980. Forty libraries report&
having conducted a formal study or needs assessment; 28 had adoptet
policy statements; and 58 were operating an acnve preservation prograrr
with an average of three employees assigned full or part-time to aspects 01
the program. An additional 19 libraries intended to implement such
program within five years.

This expansion was expedited by certain external catalysts such as man.
agernent studies and surveys by consultants, the preservation self-study
module of the OMS Collection Analysis Project, and grants enabling
institutions_ to dedicate staff to preservation projects: Efforts in many
librz, nes had been frustrated by cost implications, and a dominant theme of
responses to the 1980 survey was that "the scope of preservation issue:
vastly exceeds the resources currently avai1able."84

The report on the SPEC survey listed three ingredients necessary for
planning by libraries: (1) dissemination of technical information and
procedures; (2) an increase in the number of specialists_ trained to direct
local programs; and (3) i"the creation, on the local level, of an organiza-
tional capability to develop preservation programs and incorporate them
intn_the_operational structwe of the library."85 The first need was being
met by the growing literature and in particular by three SPEC Kits issued
in 1980: Planning for Preservation; Disaster Prevention and Preparedness;
and Basic_Preservation Procedures; More widely available workshops and
introductory courses were increasing the pool of knowledgeable persons if
not specialists: OMS was addressing the third need through its Preserva-
tion Project, begun in early 1980 with funds from the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities.

The NEH grant was_specifically for the design and testing of a "self-study
procedure to cnable academic libraries to identify and address preservation
problems."86 Pamela W. Darling, head of the Preservation Department at
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the Columbia U versity Libraries, was employed by OMS to develop and
test the planning nrocess. Her draft manual, was used by, three ARL
librariesDartmouth College, the University of Virginia, and the Univer-
sity of Washingtonin pilot tests conducted in 1981. The manual was
then revised and published in 1982.

In accordance with the stipulation of the NEH grant, the Preservation
Planning Program Manual contains a methodology for libraries making a
formal study of preservation needs as a foundation for planning programs
to meet those needs. The meth6dology is based on the "assisted self-study"
process in which an OMS consultant assists a team of the library staff in
initiating and executing the study over a period of_months. The manual
can also be __used profitably by libraries preferring a less formal_or_less
intensive approach. The formal program benefits the organization because

partkipation-in the studyprocess promotes staff learning and profes-
sional development; creating a broad understanding within the library
staff of the nature and importance of preservation, and enhancing the
ability of the library to respond to preservation needs on a continuing
basis.87

Another phase of the OMS Preservation Project resulted in ihe compila-
uon of the Preservation Planning Resource Notebook, also published in
1982, for use in conjunction with the manual. The purpose of the Resource
Notebook is to provide access to background and technical information
needed for planning preservation programs. Divided into eleven major
subject areas, the Resource Notebook contains reproductions of over 100
articles and documents as well as referenct's to many more.a8 Thus it is a
library of the best and/or most important literature published through
early 1982 on a full range of preservation topics.

Typically, the ARL Preservation Planning Program takes six to nine
months to complete and involves 20 to 30 library staff members. The
response wasinot gratifying in the first two years after publication of the
manual and Resource Noteliook because only a handful of ARL members
beside those involved in the pilot test were attempting the_formai study. A
booster was in order, andinmid,1984 NEH awarded a grant of $65;375 to
OMS for conducting planning studies in ten ARL libraries. A stipend of
$1000 and flee materials and consultation by OMS staff are being awarded
to each library chosen. Applicants were judged by OMS and the ARL
Committee on Preservation of Research Library Materials on the basis of
their readiness to serve as a demonstration site, the adequacy of physical
space for ,a preservation program, their willingness to support staff devel-
opment in preservation, and their commitment to implementing the
recommendations of the study. Of the ten participants selected, eight are
academic libraries: Colorado State; fowa State, Missouri, Northwestern,
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Ohio State, Oregon, SUNY Stony Brook, and Tennessee. The studies
should be completed in late 1986, and the results will be disseminated to the
library community by OMS.99

The Association of Research Libtaries cosponsored a major cooperative
effort to obtain detailed information about preservation microfilming
activity in North America and to assist in coordinating and increasingsuch
activity in the future. The preservation committees of ARL and of RLG,
the Research Libraries Advisory Council of OCLC, and the American
Library Association/Resources and Technical Services Division, Preserva,
Lion of Library Materials and Reproduction of Library Materials_Sections
cosponsored the preparation and distribution of a preservation question-
naire. It was sent out in May 198_4_ to 202 institutions; including all
members of ARL. RLG, the Independent Research Libraries Association,
and the Canadian Association of Research Libraries. The questibnnaire
was also sent to the major historical societies and state archives and to other
libraries that reported production of preservation microfilms in a survey
conducted in 1981 by ALA.9°

The results of the survey will be published in the final report of the ARL
Microform Project. Preliminary results have identified trends and revealed
weak areas in preservation microfilming programs. There is an:increasing
commitment to preser tion among Canadian and U.S. research libraries;
however, some institutions had not made any commitment as of the_fall
1984. "A numbff of respondents, including some large research libraries;
indicated that their libraries have not yet addressed_preservation needs; do
not give priori ty_to this process, and believe that preservation is not a major
issue."91 Among _libraries that have significant preservation programs
there is an alarming inconsistency in such operations as record-keeping,
levels of activities, functions performed, and practices regarding policies
and guidelines. Exceptions to this picture are a few libraries with excellent
model programs. Although 54% of the, survey respondents indicated that
they produce microforms, some do not keep production recor0 s and others
produce a quality of microform that is below preservation standards. _Of
the respondents, 70% were willing to participate in cooperative projects;
many of these said that their participation would be contingent upon
securing external funding, Over half stated that they would be more likely
to participate in a cooperative project if an outside kcility was available for
producing microforms:92

It follows from the fact that many librai ics do not keep records of preserva-
tion activities that an accurate national census of such activities is impossi-
ble. Given that only a few research libraries had preserva tion programs in
1975, it is not surprising that sophistication in such programs was not
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achieved by 1984. One can conclude from the survey results_ that research
libraries need guidance _in managing their preservation programs as well
as financial support and access to treatment and production facilities. The
survey shows that research libraries have not perfected what Haas_called
"the capacity to act": coordination is needed to eliminate the haphazard
aspects of current efforts, to make cooperative programs practical, and to
prevent duplication of efforts in microfilming.93

In order to foster a commitment to preservation by eachARL member, the
Committee on Preservation of Research Library- Materials drafted Guide-
lines for Minimum Preservation Efforts in ARL Libraries which was
approved by the ARL mentership on 25 October 1984. The guidelines
refer_ to_ ARE's _Five Year Plan _adopted _in__1983, _The plan asserts that
"individual research librnries bear responsibility for preserving their coh
lections as part of_the_collective resources of the research libraries of North
America." The third principal_ objective of the Five Year Plan is "to
increase ithe number of member libraries engaged ia programs to preserve
their collections." The Association of Research Libraries is therefore
directing its efforts at helping libraries meet this local responsibility. The
guidelines define "minimum" as

aidesirable and presumably practical 1td of moderate:strength to whic h
all ARL libraries should aspire in the -course-of this decade. Once
attained; it is a level which should be able lobe maintainedover the long
term....It is hoped that this minimum level is one which by 1988 at least
half the ARL membership could attain or exceed; and by the end of this
decade all ARL libraiies cc_stild have attained or exceeded."

The writers of the document then delineate five aspects which "taken
together should constitute a good bay_ of minimum effort": (1) local
program statement, (2) statistics, (3) national participation, (4) environ-
mental conditions, and (5) current budgetary effort.

Under this last aspect, the guidelines recommend that "the library shouid
allocate to measurable preservation activities an amount equal to at least
10% of its-expenditures for books, 3erials and other library materials or 4%
of its total expenditures."96 After stating that ARL will review the guide-
lines every three years, the authors discourage use of the measures for
accreditation purposes "since the field of preservation is too uncertain to
warrant_such a rigid approach." Rather, as the authors point out. "the
current generation must set some goals anctstrive mightily to achieve these
if in fact_ we are :to guard against leaving for our successors a literally
impossible task."96

While_the Association of Research Libraries has been concentrating on
supporting the development of local preservation programs in member
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libraries; the Council on Library Resources has followed through on
sponsoring a steering committee for a national preservation programas
Warren J. Haas announced at the 1976 conference. CLR and the American
ASSOCiation of Universities (AAU) established a Task Force on Preserva-
tion Which completed a study_of the needs of research libraries in late
1981.97 Calling for a_national plan and continued program development at
the localievel, the task force did not add significantly to ekisting platiSor
knowledge: Nonetheless; it was important that a professional a.:sociation
representing the higher education community became involved in plan-
ning for preservation.

TheAmerican Council of Learned Societies (ACLSjoined CLR and AAU
in sponsoring a conference entitled "Toward the Twenty:First Century:
Research Libraries and Their Users': in Detemlser 1982 at WitigSPread in
Racine; Wisconsin. Participants at this conference included some 40 uni,
versity administrators, library directors, facultyimembers, and foundation
executives. The title of the conference reflects the fact that many topicsof
importance to research libraries, Including presLrvation, were addressed.
The purpOse Of the diSetiSSibris was

to identify_and explore the primary issues needing attention if scholar-
Ship iS to tie Well served during the years ahead as libraries transform
themselves (and are transformed) by technological-change of unprece-
dented dimensiOn and the new economic realities induced by that iech-
nology; by additional user expectations, and by fundamental
restructuring of library service and information systems,98

This exprtssion of concern for :the future of research libraries closely
resembles that Of the !Trograin Statement for a Consortium of _Research
LibrarieS" Signed in June 1973 by the library direr_tors_of Harvard; Yale;
Columbia, and the New York Public Library. Participants at the Wing-
spread Cbriference realized that resolution of the questions raised there
Would require persistent attention by many people: They therefore pro=
posed that a continuing series of meetings be held to tonsider Specific
topics in detail and to encourage discussions of these tOpicS in other
settings:

The firSt sii-ch meeting, again sponsored by CLR, AAU, and ACLS, was
held in October 1983_at Wye Plantation; Maryland. The took_ was
"National and Regional Aspects of Collecting and Preserving Library
Materials:" There had been consensus at Wingspread that "indiVidiial
libraries must often make their collecting and preservation deciSions in a
larger context if true distinction in institutional subject collections is to be
maintained and the national capacity to support research is not to erode."99
Discussions at the Wye Plantation conference focused on the implications
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and means for application of this principle of interdependence. The par-
ticipants recommended that the Council on Library Resources "begin the
process of finding an appropriate N' a y to shape a preservation s:rategy. ..1043

A paper summarizing the discussions and recommendations concerning
preservation by _the conferences at Wingspread and Wye was drafted by
CLR and distributed to_ ARL directors. The paper was presented at the
spring 1984 meetings of the Association of Research Libra -ies and the
Association of American Universities." The anonymous authors of,"Pre:
serving Our Intellectual Heritage: General Directions and Next Steps"
deny_that_it is a draft for a comprehensive national plan. They report that
the discussions raised questions about whether "a 'national plan' in the
full sense of that term': was appropriateit seemed more_important to take
actions to preserve library materials "in the context of a_reasonable but
generally described national Arategy." After dividing the preser_vation
p: oblem into the prospective and the retrospective; the authors discuss
steps for solutions to the prospective problem being taken by the Library of
Gangress and the National Library of Medicine. They acknowledge that
there has been mOdest progress on the retrospective problem, which is the
focus of the paper, and assert that the time has come "to build on the strong
foundation that has been put in place during the last decade or so."102

The paper discusses five requirements that must be met in order to achieve
goals for retrospective preservation:

L A rnethod_for establishing principles, formulating policy and priori-
ties; and meeting specified objectives.

2. Acknowledgment of the cost of, and securing funding for, expanded
preservation activity.

3. Additional production facilities for conservation treatment and content
preservation, ancLexpanded efforts to recruit and train conservators.

4. Expanded research capabilities to develop more effective uses of tech-
nologies, formulate efficient operating modes, and undertake economic
planning.

5. An ..:xpanded educational and informational program to promote
understanding and support for commitment of public funds to protect
society's intellectual heritage. 103

Earlier preservation plans and the results of the ARL survey had identified
similar needs. The 1984 CLR paper, however, suggests new concepts and
more feasible strategies for meeting those needs.

Whereas Haas's 1972 report had proposed a preservation consortium as a
model for a national library corporation, the 1984 document stresscs the
necessity of foi ming a permanent organizing structure that includes nonli-
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braries. The new structure should invol ve individuals trorn -the key schol-
arly associations in_ the American Council of Learned Societies, the
Association of Amei ican Universities, and knowledgeable specialists.- 104
The conference discussions had not sought to specify a permanent struc-
ture; but they recommended that a -first state" body be formed to continue
discussU ns and to promote_ action. CLR agreed to fund and host such a
body kr a limited time._ The Committee on Preservation and Access.
composed of twelve members and coordinated by Margaret Child of_ the
Smithsonian _Institution, first met in October 1984.05 Certain _topics
addressed in the committee's interim report of July 1985 will be discussed
la ter.

With regard to the formulation of policies, the 1984 paper emphasizes that
'the idea of the 'nation's collection' must be established, along with_a

better sense that acquisition and preservation are opposite sidPs of thesame
coin." The authOrs reason that responsibility for preservation is implicit
in the development of distinctise research collections that _together consti-
tute the nation's research capacity. They assert that "individual research
libraries, even the most prestigious_among them, must become, in a func-
tional sense, 'branches' of the national coliection."106 Accordingly, each
library must budget not only for purchasing but also for p:eservation.

In discussing funding the 1984 paper suggests a time frame of "at kasta
decade." The authors point out that ir 'aitutional funds_ and foundation
assistance alone will probably _be inadequate; consequently; state and
federal funding will_be_needed. They advise that evidence of private arifci-
pationandagrementona plan of action will probably be needed to obtain
government suppport: 107

In order to increase awareness of the problem and to garner public support:
the 1984 CLR paper proposes an expandededucational and informationa
program, The authors corament that there is -as yet no cohesive pub:ic
sense of a_preservation ethic for the product of mankind's accumulated
learning and experience." They admit that the goal is not preservation of
every piece of information ever recorded,

but rather that the important pans oi the content of the human reford
and intellectual creativity be protected and made fully acces!;ible-for
those who want or need to put the record to use. As a society, w, don't
really know how to do this well, and we will not learn untd the substance
of the question becomes widely understood and thlughfully
considered.'"

The paper stresses that a long-term effort will be necessary for g:ining
public support at the level required to perform sufficient preservation
work and for establishing "what the intetests and priorities of the public
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are.- Se\ eral types of information programs are suggested, including
specialized studies of the relationship between resource availability and
scholarly productivity,,and university_seminars for achieving "the under-
standing required as a base lur an evolving perception of the true impor-
tance of this topic."1°9

The ARL Office_of, Management Studies has taken steps in this direction
with the compilation- ot a SPEC Kit, Preservation Education in ARL
Libraries. Libraries with substainial preservation programs have empha-
sized the importance of encouraging stafh: readers, donors, and administra-
tors of the parent institution to act in harmony with the library's
commitment tct preservation ,_Since the_formal literature_ has_ been sikni
about providing_guidance to library managers in devisingand evaluating
strategies_ for educating appropriate groups_; SPEC has gathered materials
from ARL i nbers with active preservation pmgrarns: Thus far libraries
have concentrated on developing training materials for staff,_ but_ some
libraries have conducted reader awareness:campaigns as well. The kit
includes preservation policy staKments, staff training ma terials, examples
of posteis and handouts for patrons, donor information, and printed
guides to exhibits about preservation."0

With regard to the provision of treatments for materials, the 1984 CLR
paper observes that regional production facilities serving groups of librar7
ies are the best way of employing scarce talent, of training more staff, of
establishing:and enforcing qualitative standards, of promoting coordina-
tion regionally and nationally, of testing equipment, and of using storage
facilities,The authors suggest the formation of separate operating organi-
zations on_the model of the New_ Engla nd Document Conservation Cemer,
established in 1973 with CLR assistance. Representatives of institutions
wi th major research collections_should take the ini dative for plan n ing and
development because their institutions need the services most critically.
Local governing units for each facility would determine its administrative
structure, the libraries to be served, the scope of services offered, and the
technologies used. The governing boards as a group "would help set the
national course for building an adequate operating capacity fin retrospec-
tive preservation."'"

In tlie summer of 1984:the Exxon Education Foundation provided $1.2
million to the Council on Library Resources _for establishing a Mid-
Atlantic Preservation Center. CLR announced that it was working with
libraries in mid-Atlantic states to explore formation of 5 Center. Ih Sep:
tember 1984 the New:York Historical Society hosted a meeting for this
purpose,_ and an ad hoc steering committee was formed with Donald
Koepp of Princeton University as the convenor."2
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Other steps in the diiection of regional cooperation for preservation have
been taken by two regional_ bibliographic utilities: AMIGOS, the broker
for_OCLC and for other library services in the Southwest, announced the
creation of a preservation committee in May 1984.1 The Southeastern
Library iNetwork (SOLINET) received a grant of $168,401 from the
National Endowment for the Humanities for establishing a cooperative
preservation program. Begun in October 19'84 with the appointment of
Lisa Fox as preservation administrator, the initial two-year project focuses
on two functions: supporting the preservation effort, of SOLINET
members hy pioviding information, training, field service; and disaster
relief; and cooperating with other regional and_national organizations in
preservation activities. The foundation of_ a treatment and production
facility is notbn_the immediateagenda of the SOLINET program. Addi-
tional funding is being sought for future phases of the program."4
SOLINET's efforts in preservation have special significance because
libraries in this region have been among the slowest in the country to plan
preservation programs. None of the academic libraries in the Southeast
had belonged to the Research Libraries Group until the University of
Florida joined recently.

It remains to be seen whether the provision of preservation serVices by
brokers for the nation's largest bibliographic utility strengthens the weak-
est yet most important link in the chain of cooperative preservation efforts,
namely, communication. The bibliographic infrastructure, crucial for-
registering information abbut originals and copies, is far from perfect. An
overview of this topic was written in January 1935 by Mark E Cain and
Barbara Dean, program associates with the Council on Library Resources:
In "The Management of Preservation:Information," Cain and Dean state
that_lacal and_national preservation programs require information man-
agement sysiems that link bibliographic records to records of preservation
actions; decisions; and methods. The Columbia, Yale, and Stanford Uni-
versity libraries have extensiv2 local preservation files that provide infor-
mation aboutithe condition of an item, the availability of replacernents for
purchase, and preservation decisions and actions taken. A retrospective
conversion project at the 'New York University Library in 1982 included a
component of recording information about the binding and paper condi,
tion of items in a local field; records were input into the RUN database."5

It would be desirable to recird preservation information in a nationally
accessible database so that libraries might avoid duplication of effort. The
Linked Systems Project holds the promise of such a database, but it will be
some time before implementation of the standard network interconnection
allows routine searching from any location. As discussed in part II, the
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.Research Libraries Information, Network is the nl national_ hibliogra-
phic utility that has sponsored the exchange of preservationinformation.
Ciantributors of cataloging to RLIN have routinely been adding codes for
the generation of a microform in the 007 field and notes with descriptive
information in the 533 field. The-Online Computer Library Center, the
Washington Libraries :Network- (WLN-), and the University. of Toronto
Library _Automation System (UTLAS) have _not offer&I :preservation
enhancements; bin the common MARC format provides sucli
potential:116

Cain and Dean discuss four requirements_ for a national, preservation
information management system: (1) commitment to record preservation
information routinely and carefully; ;2) agreement _on what is to be
recorded; (3)_ agreement on how and where such information is to be
recorded; and (4)a coardinatizig mechanism for providing national access
to preservation informationWith regaid to the third requiremem_the
authors note that while acceptance of the iMARC foi ma; implies_ agree:
ment, use of the available fields is not unifjrra. Also; decisions must be
made on whether to use se7arate bibliographic records for the original and
reproductions or to combine all the information in one record. The former
appioach has been adopted by OCLC which is organized on a master
record concept; the file structure of UTLAS, on_the other hand, aggregates
but does not integrate local records. Cain and Dean remark that "each
system will have to resolve these difficulties, perhaps by simply providing
the abilityto execute a searchfor the preservation information recorded in
each record."117 The study concludes k, y_calling_for the establishment of an
interim means of communicating preservation informationhetween data-
bases until the goal of the Linked Systems Project has been accomplished:

The importance of a coordinat&d bibliographic structure for the creation
of an access system for preserved items is emphasized in the Interim Report
of July 1985 by the Committee on Preserva don and Access sponsorFA by the
Council on Library Resources: The development of a design for such an
access system appears to be one of _the major tasks theromrni nee has set for
itself. Just as Haas's 1972 report introduced the idea of a preservation
consortium as a prototype for a national library corporation, so does the
'Interim Repore7 introduce the idea of an access system for an expanded
body of information as the prototype for "new approaches to delivering
library services with a bibliographic structure that, when appropriate,
supports access as well as membership."n8

The authors point out that the relatively low le) ei of preservation micro-
filming in the past has not placed too heavy a burden on the existing
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network for interlibrary loan. In the future, however, a greatly expanded
program served by a sophisticated bibliographic system for identification
and location may create new problems such as "increased fulfillment costs
for libraries supplying copies from their masters and increased delays and
procedural_ confusion for users." In order to prepare for an expanded
program, the committee is:seeking answers to a num be' of questions about
the economics and organization of the distribution_ system for copies of
preserved items. The committee members see in future cooperative preser-
vation efforts the opportunity

to experiment with new metric:Ids arid-new affiliations. In the final
analysis; the ability to preserve deteriorated books and to make the copies
widely afTes-silile-may-serve as a kind of model:for the "new" library that
zakes full advantage of technological possibilitie.119

To achieve this goal, the "Intel im Report" calls for a collaborative_dfort
involving "all :libraries with a primary interest,_ regardless of_ network
affil'ations.'' The authors think that the idea_for a national collection will
become a reab ty_"only when a collaborativ,- preservation progi am is acted
on as a primary_responsibility by research iraries and their universities."
Believing that a national preservation strategy will be successful to the
extent that it balances local and national interests, thc atithcrs set forth
ingredients of such a strategy:

[It] must start with the premise that individuallibraties are at the heart of
the program. -Thus, the strategy must set fotdi conditions and expecta-
tions in:such a way that local decisions can be made in the context of a
national plan._ The:strategy must not impede local decisions; rather it
should promote better-informed dedsicns.'2°

One can detect in the "Interim Report" an ambivalence or reluctance with
regard to the enunciation of anational plan The report begins cautiously
with The_admission that"a 'grand plan,' if there ever is one; will probably
be evident only in retrospect. Progress in preservation is made one book at a
time. Many libraries; rnoving in concert, will, over time, do many books."
Observing and facilitating this "moving in concert" appears to be the
committee's role. On the other hand, in stating their fundamental conclu-
sion that a systematic approach Ito preservation is necessary, the authors
seem to view their rok as the articulation of a national plan: "The Com-
mittee seeks to present a:comprehensive picture; not only of the ultimate
plan, but also of the series of steps requin'xi to achieve the plan._" In the
discussion of organization for preservation near_ the_end of the_report; the
authors conclude that thesarions distributed activities ale riot promoting
the endeavor to build an awareness of a national collection:

With only a few exceptions, goals are largely instituuonal. A way must
be found to !-_-stablish a credible national setting for preservation activi-
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ties..The need for a national :"backdrop" for preservation work will
grow with the volume ci activity.'21

The authors further argue that the distributed activities are leaving unad-
dressed important ma hers such as a more effective approach to providing
access to materials and an expanded research effort. The "Interim Report"
calls for _a means of assuring that "essential operating components are
brought into being as they are-needed." An expanded program veil! require
the capacity to monitor results with regard to cost control, prodirction
levels; and a).ailability of the final product. There should also be "critical
assessment of procedures and results by the scholarly community; adminis-
trators of universities_; and government leaders." Development _of these
capacities would provide aconstructiveapproach toludgingprogress" in
order to "satisfy obligations to funding sources and participants alike: "122

The "Interim Report" concludes with a discussion of the organizational
requiremet; ts for achieving a collaborative effort. The authors observe that

models for solving the organizational and operational problems inher-
ent in national undertakings range from those that simply 'ladvise and
assist" on the one e-xtreme to-those assigned full opera t:n g responsibility
for extensive programs_onthe other..-In the final analysis: any successful
organization must deal effectively with the need to shape and maintain
consensus on key matters, to stimulate necessary funding, and to assess
and even insist on progress toward accepted goals.123

Finally, the authors stress that polit.cal acumen is required for building
and sustaining the support of each constituency involved. The cornmiqee
is scheduled to complete its work early in 1986, and a final rcpoi t will
reflect the judgment of its members on the matter of an organizational
structure.

It is clear from the "Interim Report" that leaders in the preservation
movement at the midpoint in this decade aie motivated by an attitude very
different from that informing the discussions at the 1976 conference when
most expected_the Library of CDngress to assume the role of coordinating
cooperative efforts among libraries. The steering committee suggested by
Haas at the 1976 conference was convened eight years later; as a first step
toward theformation of the "permanent organizing structure_ including
nonlibrarians that was discussed at the Wingspread and Wye conferences:

Noi_one_of the major associations involved has yet volunteered to shoulder
the burden of a permanent organizing structure for cooperative preserva,
non efforts. Given cumin trends in library automation and networks; it
seems unlikely _that membership in the Research Libraries Group will
expand to a majority of the nation's academic libraries: Indeed, Richard W:
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McCoy; president of RLG, has commented recently that "perhapS_ RLG
must recognize that it could lose some of what has made it Stiee-efill iri its
cooperative or scholat ly programsii i t becan.:- too large or too diverse."124
Similarly, the constituents of the Association Of ReSearch Libraries deter-
mine its ageoda; ARL has supported local programs rathei thansponsor-
ing COOperative preservation projects among itsinembers_Tbe Council on
Library ReSoUrces, which is not a membership organization; seems the
most likely candidate for the:task, but_CLR has always stressed die tempo-
rary nature_of_its_ support:which is:sustained by grant monies. There has
been no indication yet that a new foundation will be established With a
mission of the preservation of library' materials comparable to the National
Trust for Historic Preservation whose mission is the preSei-Vaticiii of build-
ings, sites, and objects significant in American history and culture.

The problems of preserving ow:architectural heritage are related [6 but not
identical with the problems of preserving our intellectual heritage. Librat=
ies of record have always been concerned with providing protection Of arid
access to the portions of the human record that they have acqiiired. Librar-
ians have awakened reiatively recently to the reality that the continuing
performan-e of this age-old function means a Shared as well as an individ-
ual institutional responsibility,ene ti:tat will Ultimately requirea nation-
Wide preSerVatkin _program. The conclusion to this paper_ will review
highlights Of this 39-year history and wnspeculate on the prospects for
SucceSs in meeting collective preservation goals.

cor ;CLUSION

Of all the challenges facing acac emic libraries in the final decades of the
twentieth century, that of preservdtion rn-ly be the:most difficult forseveral
reasons: (1) the size of_ the univels,. of materiálS needing preservation
treattnetitS, (2) ;he_ need to accept and promote the idea of a national
ttillettión,"_ and (3) the need to develop organizational structures for
achieving effective collective action in:preservation: 'This paper has corn-
Pared the ways in which plans for:national preservation programs haye
addressed the third factor. A brief examination of the first two reasoos will
illuminate the paramount importance for the future of viable toiaperative
structures:

AS reported in section I, many _people involved with book publishing first
appreciated the gravity of the paper deterioration problem_when the resultS
of William J. Barrow's iesearch showed that 97% of a sample of nonfiction
books puhlished between 1900 and 1949 had paper that could be expected
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to last less than 50 years. Since that time the two !argest nonacademic
libraries and several major university libraries have surveyed their collec-
tions to assess the magnitude of_the problem. The Library of Congress has
estimated that over 6 million volumes in its collections have deteriorated to
the point that one more use would ris:t irreparable damage.125
the New York Public Library and the Columbia University Library have
estimated that 50% and 30% of the volurnes in their respective collections
require presei ation attention.'26

A CLR study estimated that "in ARL libraries alone, with collections
numbering 305 million volumes, approximately 7: million volumes are
currently at risk." After subtracting the preservation work underway and
completed and after factoring in variables such as overlap among collec-
tions; this study de wrmined that "in the next twenty years 3.3 million
volumes of Iastingimpprtance must be converted to another form if their
contents are to be saved."27

The technique of surveying a diverse population of materials in a very
large university library system has recently been perfected by a team at Yale
University with a thret-year grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities._ This large-scale study; the_first in the United States, assessed
the extent and nature of deterioration of books_ in a samplemfover 36;500
that represented all the types and locations of materials in the Yale libraries
with the exceptions of folios and rare books: The levelsof air pollutants in
New Haven are frequently high; although five of the library buildings are
air-conditioned, the survey concluded that "in general the environment
I5oth inside and outside the library buildings at Yale was found to be
inhospitable to the storage of library materials.-128 The survey results
evince 'the need for a more aggressive preservation program. In Yale's
collection of over 7.7 million volumesi 12.8% need immediate treatment,
8.1% have broken bindings, 37.1% have brittle paper. and 82.6% have acidic
paper.

The statistics supply ample proof of the necessity of improved environ-
mental conditions in libraries and of cooperative efforts to save the intellec-
tual content of disintegrating materials. Margaret Child has admonished
librarians that postponement oL massive inicrofihning progiams in order
to assess the magnitude of the problem can no longer be justified:

We already know...thai, al the very least, 25,perr-ent of-the collections in
any rtsearch library in this country will_ be brittle and are :therefore
candidates for immediate transfer to another medium. It is also abun-
dantly dear: .that !the problem is rapidly going_to become very much
worse, because all but perhaps 10 percent of the remainder of the collec7
tions needs to be considered for prompt deacidification, or it tob Will
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have leached a stage of embrittlement where « .tig is thc only
solution.i29

Child goes on to say that it is foolish to spend any more resources in
confirming the statistics. She allows one exception, the case in which local
data must be gathered in order to convince administrators to budget for
preservation.

Child has for many years been advocating a policy of "planned deteriora-
tion" for large amounts of ,material that libraries cannot_ afford to keep.
The idea is to sc priorities for retention and preservation based_on collec-
tion strengths; nonselected groups of material would be discarded as they
deteriorate.'30 In section I a contrast was drawn _between_ Haas's idea of
selective preservation and the idea that ia1 copy of everything in research
libraries should be preserved, as espoused in the 1964 ARLplan. 'Williams
argued that each_ research library had made informed judgments as to the
value of materials before acquiring them and that the cost of weeding
would be greater than the cost of preserving everything.131_Withont dispui-
ing this reasoning; Haas mitigated its paralyzing implications by suggest:
ing discrete_ subject areas as targets for coordinated presenation and
resource building.

The idea of "planned deterioration," like Daniel Gore's "Farewell to
Alexandria" idea of an effective; efficient academic library operating with
a relatively small collection of highly used items, is hard for librarians to
accept. Patricia Battin has observed that the historical de% elopment of
universities and research libraries as autonomous institutional structures
has crippled their internal and external organizational capacities for effec-
tive cooperauve action_ She points to the factor of "proprietary institu-
lot al pride" as having heavily influenced the aggregation and governance

of our academic library collectionS.132 Just as it is difficult br empire
builders to retrench; so will it be humiliating for major research libraries to
perceive themselves as "branches" of the national collection, as called for
in the 1984 CLR paper.

It is fortunate;then, that_ the nature _of _the_ national collection has not
engendered conflict._ That the goal of cooperative presmation efforts
would be a national collection of U.S. imprints seems to have been under-
stood from the beginning; although it did not receive full articulation
until recently. As discussed in section I, the_ 1954 plans for strategic preser:
%ation in the c of military attack spoke of- saving "the materials of
scholarship, oi science, of technology." " The 1964 ARL plan stated that
"the United States has a particularly strong responsibility to preserve U.S.



imprints, as well as a great interest in doing itxalied far the acquisi-
tion and preservation by the central brary_agency_of "all significant new
books published inthe U:S:7'34 Haas's 1972 plan suggested an initial target
of U:S: imprints published between 1870 and 1900; this was slightly
diminished to_ 1876-1900 for the initial phase of the RLG Cooperative
Preservation Microfilming Project. Two-other microfilming projects men-
tioned in section_ II have targeted periods which extend to 1918 and 1929.
We can expect that future project s will cover later segments of the U.S.
publishing output.

This trend harmonizes% ith the conception of preservation responsibilities
at the international level: "There is general agreement among librarians
that each country should assume responsibility for its own imprints."135
The Library of Congress has announced that it will take responsibility ior
prospective preservation of U.S. Imprints. In 1984 Congress appropriated
$11.5 million to constmct the Mass Book Deaddification Facility. Con-
struction at the site in Fort Detrick, Maryland was scheduled to begin in
January 1986, _and the_facility should be fully operational by December
198_7, The facility will contain_equipment for neutralizing the acid in book
paper so that the book's life can be extended about 500 years. Operational
costs for the facility are estima ted_a t $2.5 million per year at a capacity of 1
million volumes per year,i36 The Library of Congress has made it clear that
the mass dew irlification facility will not be available to other libraries for
the next 20 years. Some 13 million volumes from LC's collections will need
treatment, and all new U.S. imprints will be deacidified before they are
added to LC's holdings.27

One could consider this assumption of responsibility by the Library of
COngress as_a landmark in the history of cooperative preservation efforts
because it allows research libraries to focus on the retrospective problem as
outlined in the 1984 CLR paper. After accepting and then abcliting
responsibility for leadership in preservation effortsi n_1965 and_1976, LC
has_finally begun to gear up its ';ational_PreserNmtion Program (/%1PP)
during the last three yearsNPP will serve as a nationwide clearinghouse
for information and will sponsor publications and advanced internships.
The plans also call for a "technical consulting service which will make
expertise at LC more readily availal-te."I38

Despite the name of itsprogram ,however; the Library of Congm-s will not
sponsor or direct national coopera tive efforts among libraries. The Deputy
Librarian of Congress has drawn the following distinction between kinds
of collaborative efforts:



The preservat ion _of the country's library resources requires -Ilabeini:
tiVe effOrt that differs considerably from cooperative programs for acqui-
sitions and bibliographic control, in which the-Li-bratY Of-CeingreSS has
played the central role. Providing over_seas materials and bibliographic
records are functions well suited- to a large centralized program. How-
ever, taking care of materials once they are in the library is another
matter. 3 39

He goes on to say that LC will participate in cooperative reproduction
programs.

Consequently, the managerial and 1 inancial capacity for achieving goals
in retrospective preservation will have to be developed by research librar=
ies, their _parent_ institutions; and their publics. Academic libraries have
faced severe economic pressures for many years already beeatiSe Of the
depressed state of higher education, and the futui e locikS hei brighter. It was
precisely lx:cause universities lacked the financial resources necessary that
the 1964 plan recommended that a federally Supported Central agency
should cciorditiate a national preservation program:

The research libraries that society depends upon to pres-erve what is
literally trian's -memory are, with very few exceptions, supported by
universities; and these in turn are supported by either relatively fi4;ed
ericlOWments or by state funds. All of them have anequal interest in and
need for access to the widest possible range Of tx, .,iished records, and it is
in the common, national good that this interest and need be satisfied.
But the local resources to suppon these are unfortunately far from equal.
In the situation where the interest, asalso the responsibility and the tiehe-
fit, are hationally shared rather than purely local, support by federal
funds is not only the most reasonable solution but the most pratticable
bfie.14°

It was some 15 years after the_release of the Williams report that substantial
federal ftinds_were allocated to cooperative PreSerVation projects by the
NatiOnal Endowment for the Humanities. Ma ny_of the REG and ARL
projectS discussed in sections II and III_received funds frorn NEH. The
Creation Of a new Office of Preservation in January 1985 gives higher
visibility to activities formerly housed in the Division of Research Prb-
grams. The pi csidenCs budget request for FY 1986 includes $5 million for
the new Office of Preservation. The office plans to support the followihg
types of projects: problem solving, humanities documentation, ebripera=
tive efforts; informational materials, institutional preSerVatibn needs, and
research and development.141 In the atitumn -f 1985 the Office of Preserva-
tion announced an award ofi$625A0 to Stipii_Ori ihe eipariSion of RLG's
Cooperative Preservation Microfilming Projeci.142 Since federal aid to
higher edutation has diminished in recent years, it is_significant that NEH
has bolStered its support for preservation projects in academic libraries.
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Another major funding initiative for preservation projects in research
libraries has been_established-by the state of New York. In 1984 the legisla-
ture made annual grants of $90,000 available for preservation of materials
ta die NewAork State Library, the New York Publk Library Research
Libraries; and to_nine academic libraries: Columbia, Cornell; Syracuse;
New York University, the University of _Rochester; and the four SUNY
campuses at Albany; Binghamton, Buffalo; and Stony Brook: To meet
eligibility requirements each library must present a five-year plan and an
annual budget. Additional grants totaling over $1 million per year are
available forpreservation projects, and another $1 million is available to
libraries, archives, and historical societies for the preservation of unique
research materials. The sum of these grants from the State of New York is
$3 million per year."3

Significant private funding is also being channeled to preservation pro-
jects by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and by the Exxon Education
Foundation. If all three sourcesfederal, state, and privatemaintain or
increase this level of funding, the projected goal of $250 million for
preservation over a 25-year period will be achieved.'44

Surely these are signs that a larger public has heard the preservation
message and is responding. Perhaps Americans are coming to recognize
the malor universitiesthe "flagship campuses" as one scholar has called
them I not as meritocratic and elitist institutions but as national resour-
ces; their libraries as repositories of the human record. Members of these
universities have led the preservation movement over the past 30 years. If
such recognition and support is sustained in the future, academic libraries
will succeed in meeting the preservation challenge.
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